The Bore Repair Systems, Inc. BRS2c, BRS3c and BRS4c integrated line boring bar and bore welding machines are our most popular selling packages. The bore welder and boring bar feature the popular, mount anywhere pass-through drive systems. On bores where there may be restricted access, or bores that are spaced far apart, the pass-through drive design gives you the flexibility to mount where it makes the most sense, such as between the bores. On jobs such as payloader lift arm bores, the BOA-408i can be center-mounted and can weld out either end of the machine with one simple operation, without ever losing system center...this is unique to the BOA-408i design. On blind bores, our systems do not require special cumbersome remote mounting kits or various length bars because with our pass-through design the excess bar simply comes out of the back end of the machine. The BRS packages share one mount for boring and welding which allows fast setup and rapid transitions from boring to the welding process.

**MODEL: BRS2c**

Bore welding & machining package— for 1.8” to 10.0” dia repairs

#K05.109902 Package (shown above) Includes:

- Bore welding head, 110v or 220v drive with variable feed direction, rate and RPM—premium pass-through design
- Extendable, reversible welding shaft with 90” total extended reach from bore to bore (expandable)
- 10’ 150amp welding conduit with universal end (hi-amp upgrades are available)
- Aluminum diamond-plate custom storage cases
- Spare welding nozzle, tip and diffuser assortment
- Arc-resistant heatsink style adjustable welding head with quick-connect
- Welding gun extender assembly with quick-connect
- Setup manuals & dvd setup video
- Remote weld trigger for partial bore welding or skipping over no-weld areas
- Fully 360 degree adjustable mounting system enabling control placement where it is most convenient

**MODEL: BRS3c**

Bore welding & machining package—for 1.4” to 10.0” dia repairs

#K05.109903 Package includes all items above plus:

- 72” long x 1.25” dia bar with dual 3/8” tool ports + tooling
- Centering cone & bushing kit for 1.75” to 1.25” conversion

**MODEL: BRS4c**

Bore welding & machining package—for 1.0” to 10.0” dia repairs

#K05.109904 Package includes all items above plus:

- 48” long x .875” dia bar with 1/4” tool ports + tooling
- Centering cone & bushing kit for 1.75” to .875” conversion

ADD at any time: Large bore welding heads, extended range centering rings, high-amp consumables, outside diameter & face welding & machining.

See videos & more on this system at: www.BoreRepair.com
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